
Ad 2 Dallas: 2021-2022 National Club Achievement Competition

Category of Entry: Programs

INTRODUCTION

After nearly two years of a virtual-only lifestyle, professional burnout was a major global trend that was

negatively impacting the Ad 2 Dallas chapter, its members, and their programs. The feedback that we

received after the previous term suggested that a lack of personal connection was affecting our members

in ways that we had never experienced before. As one previous Ad 2 Dallas member stated “Ad 2 felt like

a second job.” With that insight in mind, we sought to remind those who had worked so hard over the past

year that Ad 2 is not an extension of their 9-to-5. Ad 2, and our Dallas chapter in particular, is focused on

having fun and fostering long-lasting personal connections with our peers. Our 2021-2022 objective as a

Programs Committee was to emphasize the “young” in young professionals!  To put our mission into

action we chose goals that focused on creating consistent, in-person opportunities for those ready for a

much needed return to normalcy without alienating those choosing to remain a part of the organization

virtually. The goals chosen by the 2021-2022 Programs Committee reflected that mission:

● Assist all committees to create a mixed attendance model for event programming

● Create consistent monthly member-focused programs that members can plan on in advance

● Improve Ad 2 Dallas’ vendor/sponsor contacts and post-event follow up

● Successfully reintroduce in-person 32U32 pillar event

● Strengthen internal Ad 2 Dallas communication and bonds between committees and members by

making Ad 2 fun again!

Annual Program: Level Up Your Allyship

Event Details: Level Up Your Allyship served as a continuation of the conversations around diversity,

equity and inclusion in the workplace that Ad 2 Dallas’ previous term began. The goal was to share

knowledge of how Dallas-Fort Worth organizations are pioneering the development of inclusive

workplaces for their employees.  We invited three DE&I specialists from agencies and higher education to



share their experiences and insights from their organizations, careers and lives. We partnered with Tacos

N’ Tequila, a restaurant and bar in Uptown Dallas, who offered us their rooftop patio at a discounted price

of $50 for 2.5 hours, compared to their normal cost of $250. The event began with 30 minutes of

networking and dining, which transitioned to the panel and a very engaged Q&A session between

attendees and the panelists.

Target Audience:

Our target audience was young professionals under 32 who sought to learn how to become allies to and

advocate for their coworkers, friends, and family.

Method of Promotion:

We promoted the event through word of mouth, a series of social posts, and printed signage (Exhibit A).

We also tapped our network of current employers to spread the word over internal communication

channels (Exhibit B). Our speakers’ organizations also promoted the event through their social media

channels. Ad 2 social posts focused on each individual speaker and how they brought a unique

perspective to the conversation.

Average Attendance: We had 33 attendees in total for this one off event.

Feedback Mechanism: Because our program was focused on creating a safespace for all, we wanted our

event to be welcoming to feedback and DE&I related questions and conversations. During speaker bios

and intros we invited attendees to write questions and comments using the paper and pens placed at each

table. Our primary feedback came post-event when a large group of attendees stayed to enjoy more

libations and mingle with our guest speakers.

Results: 33 Dallas advertisers joined us on the rooftop of Tacos and Tequila to hear from our diversity

experts. 20 active members and 13 non-members attended. Finding venue partners has always been a pain

point for the programs team, so when our contact at Tacos and Tequila also shared with us that they

enjoyed hosting us and offered to be a recurring host for future events we considered that a major victory

for the organization. (Exhibit C-G)



Special Event: Ad 2 Dallas 32 Under 32

Event Details: Fall 2021 marked our 5th annual 32 Under 32 event. This year, we hosted the event in

person again, after canceling our in-person celebrations in 2020 due to covid. Our event was on Thursday,

November 4, 2021 at 6:00 pm. This year we selected a new venue, Vouv, that was much easier to work

with than our traditional location. We offered multiple sponsorship options including table sales,

photobooth and drink packages, and packages including company promotions, advertisements in our

program, and tables (Exhibit H-I). We exceeded our nomination goal and heavily reached out to winners

and their companies to create excitement for the return of an in-person event and to gain sponsorships. We

also invited our 2020 class to attend the ceremony since we did not have an event in 2020.

Target Audience: Our target audience for this event was local agencies and companies that have

advertising and marketing employees . We also targeted both Ad 2 Dallas and AAF Dallas membership to

nominate. We recommend that next year we put together a more targeted list of agencies and companies

that should participate and proactively reach out to let them know nominations are opening up. We also

targeted last year’s honorees and their nominators and companies to nominate again this year and to also

come celebrate this year.

Method of Promotion: We started our promotions with a call for nominations (Exhibit J). Anyone was

allowed to nominate, but the nominees must be under 32 years of age on or before December 31, 2021

and work in the advertising/marketing industries in the Dallas-Fort Worth area. We promoted nominations

4 times. We also ran a paid social campaign to increase our nominations. Our paid social campaign

resulted in over 37k impressions and helped to drastically increase our nominations. (Exhibit K) This year

we received 124 nominations which surpassed our goal of 100 nominations.  We utilized Ad 2 Dallas and

AAF Dallas membership to send two emails calling for nominations as well. Once all of the nominations

were in, we eliminated identifying information and shared the nominations with our selection committee

(Exhibit L). This committee was made up of past and current AAF leadership (Exhibit M). The selection

criteria were made up of work achievements, DFW advertising community participation, and bonus points

for Ad 2 or AAF involvement (Exhibit N). After this year’s class was selected, we started our promotion



of the event and called for sponsorships. Our main method of promoting and securing sponsorships was

reaching out to honorees’ employers and nominators to see if they were interested in purchasing a

sponsorship.

Attendance: Attendance was great at this year’s in-person event (Exhibit O). We had 184 people in

attendance which was a huge win considering we were not sure how many people would attend due to

covid. Unfortunately, this is a 25% decrease from our last in person 32 Under 32 ceremony. We are still

considering it successful since we almost reached our event capacity of 200 attendees.

Feedback Mechanism: The event team received a lot of feedback verbally at the event, both positive and

negative. After the event, our team met to collect and discuss feedback to utilize for next year’s ceremony.

To help with next year’s ceremony we are creating an event shell timeline that can be used year over year

to ensure a successful event (Exhibit P). A post-event survey should also be sent next year to gather

feedback from attendees after the event. We also received direct feedback that nominators wanted to know

the status of their nominations. Next year, we plan on sending a confirmation email once each nomination

is received and letting nominators know once selections are made.

Results: Overall, the event was a success and many people mentioned that they had a great time at the

event. They were also excited to be able to attend an in-person event again. We had 124 nominations,

which surpassed our goal of 100 nominations. We had 184 people in attendance which was almost at our

venue capacity of 200 for this event. Through sponsorships we had $28,800 in revenue and we spent

$17,658.22 which resulted in a profit of $11,070.18 (Exhibit Q). This profit was a huge success and we

cannot wait to expand the event to increase our profits next year.

NEW Event: Ad 2 Dallas Board Member Trivia

Event Details: Inline with our goals, we hosted monthly virtual board member trivia following our virtual

board meetings so that members could look forward to a consistent and less formal way to meet their

peers. We utilized Kahoot for premade trivia quizzes ranging from Marvel movie knowledge to 90s

television (Exhibit R) that anyone could enjoy. Members from across different committees joined to put



their pop culture knowledge to the test against members they would otherwise not have met outside of one

of our formal programs. We intentionally chose to host virtually in order to engage those who didn’t feel

comfortable meeting in-person at the beginning of the term and to encourage members who joined the

board meeting to stay an extra half hour.

Target Audience: Existing board members.

Method of Promotion: Word of mouth as well as consistently emailing members ahead of each monthly

meeting to join us immediately following the board meeting.

Attendance: Attendance varied each week.

Feedback Mechanism: Members actively chose which quizzes they wanted to try and how we could

improve the experience during the event.

Results: We hosted three trivia nights to-date with an average of 5 attendees each time. The majority of

those who attended became consistent participants each week.

NEW Event: 2021 Summer Mixer

Event Details: The 2021 Summer Mixer marked the return of Ad 2 Dallas in-person events after a year of

virtual happy hours and meetings. The primary goal of the Summer Mixer was to recruit new members

for our chapter while simultaneously re-engaging current members.  We partnered with Taco Lingo, a

popular restaurant and bar in Uptown Dallas who was more than happy to provide us their loft space

above the main dining area to host our event. InMarket heard that we were jumpstarting the year with our

Mixer and asked to be the sole sponsor for the event by providing free drinks for the next two hours. Two

representatives attended the event and offered to provide food after they saw the number of attendees.

Target Audience: After an entire year of programs, the majority of the 2021-2022 returning board

members had never met each other after a year of working together. While recruitment was the primary

objective of the event, from a programming perspective we wanted to start the year off with an

opportunity to meet committee members face-to-face for the first time.



Method of Promotion: To generate interest ahead of the event we created uniquely branded promo

materials that we shared over our social media handles (Facebook, Instagram, and LinkedIn) as well as

through outbound emails (Exhibit T-V). The Dallas AAF chapter also promoted the event through their

email list as well as their monthly newsletter.

Attendance: A combination of 48 members and non-members joined us at Taco Lingo. (Exhibit S & W)

Feedback Mechanism: Since this was a recruitment-focused event feedback was received during the

event by word of mouth.

Results: We gained two new board members that joined the organization after attending the event.

NEW Program: No Filter - Bystander Apathy

Event Details: No Filter continued the conversations this year’s Ad 2 Dallas’ programs team facilitated

around diversity, equity and inclusion in the workplaces. We invited Veronica Reed, well known in the

DFW meto for starting the Association of Talent Development Dallas Chapter which provides resources

for professionals new to the field of Talent Development, to present why the bystander effect may exist in

the workplace and examples of how it may occur. To enlighten Ad 2 members and guests she created an

interactive activity for participants to get involved and actually understand the relativity of this common

practice in the workplace through a DE&I perspective. In addition to our highlighted speaker we invited

two other DE&I professionals within advertising agencies in the DFW metro to add additional context to

the conversation.

We began the event with a 30-minute meet and greet with the speakers and peers and ended with a

50-minute conversation around the bystander effect and how silence can be just as damaging as

intentional discreimenation in the workplace. Sample questions from our event included:

● Can you tell us about a time you ever witnessed an incident in the office towards a colleague but

everyone stayed silent?

● Can you tell us about a time you ever witnessed someone with authority singled out your

colleague?



Target Audience: We hoped to equip advertising/marketing leaders as well as other stakeholders with the

tools to make sure every individual feels confident about speaking up in their work environments.

Method of Promotion: A strong social media push from Ad 2 Dallas’ accounts helped us build

anticipation for the event and increase our attendance (Exhibit X-Y).

Feedback Mechanism: Since all of our attendees opted to receive text messages we were able to send

follow up surveys via text to all of those who attended. Every opportunity to have people opt-in because

they like what we were bringing to the conversation helps us improve our programming.

Results: This event was second only to 32U32 in terms of attendance. We drove 40 attendees and 27 of

them opted in to receive text updates from our organization. We received positive feedback from our

attendees as well as our guest presenters to continue creating events like this one in the future.

CONCLUSION

Looking back at this year we feel like we had an effective transition in terms of Ad 2 Dallas Programs

from a virtual-only event landscape to a mixed model. Events that we helped plan such as the Summer

Mixer and the Level Up Your Allyship helped reach a mixed group of Ad 2 members and prospective

members in person. With so many people wanting to socialize we invested a lot of our time and effort into

social-first events for our current board. For example our board member trivia games were a rewarding

opportunity for members to join if they wanted to mingle. Overall we were glad that there was a period of

time this year when we could create a space for committees to bond and enjoy each other's company. The

collaboration across committees was gradually built throughout the year since we had so many new faces.

The feather in our cap for the year was not focused on any one event, but by the sheer number of net new

events our team was able to ideate and execute throughout the year. We successfully integrated in-person

programming into our lineup and added three new events in addition to our most successful events from

last year.. The restrictions due the pandemic gave us a lot of room to grow when it came to pivoting on

program planning. We’ve also learned about the patience it takes to plan programs that respect boundaries

but also take into consideration the speed of re-entering into the networking space during the pandemic.



We felt the difference when we were able to have our 32 under 32 event in person this year. The event

was our most successful to-date and we were grateful we could have the opportunity to celebrate the

winners in person. The challenge of navigating the growth of the Programs in the pandemic has made us

stronger Program planners. We will advise the next term to be mindful but also innovative when it comes

to capturing the interest of prospective members while nurturing the community of Ad 2 Dallas.



EXHIBITS

Level Up Your Allyship

[Exhibit A] Social Posts

IG Post #1



IG Post #2



IG Post #3





IG Post #4

Facebook Posts







[Exhibit B] Sharing Level Up Your Allyship



[Exhibit C] Day of Event:













[Exhibit D] Creative Brief:





[Exhibit E] Panelist Email:



[Exhibit F] Sponsorship:



[Exhibit G] TNT Owner Thank You:



32 Under 32

[Exhibit H] 32 Under 32 Program



[Exhibit I] 32U32 Underwriter







[Exhibit J] Social Posts (Facebook)



[Exhibit K] 32U32 Paid social metrics

[Exhibit L] 32U32 scrubbed nominations for voting

[Exhibit M] 2021 32 Under 32 Judges:



[Exhibit N] 2021 32 Under 32 Selection Criteria:



[Exhibit O] 2021 32 Under 32 In-Person Ceremony:













[Exhibit P] 32 Under 32 Future Planning Doc:



[Exhibit Q] 2022 Profit/Budget/Sponsorships



Ad 2 Dallas Board Member Trivia

[Exhibit R]







NEW Event: 2021 Summer Mixer

[Exhibit S]





[Exhibit T] Social Posts (Facebook)



[Exhibit U] Social Posts (IG)



[Exhibit V] Social Post (LinkedIn)



[Exhibit W] Post Event Social Media Posts





Exhibit [X] No Filter

Exhibit [Y] Social Posts (IG, Facebook and LinkedIn)








